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PELI PRESENTS THE GUARDIAN FOR IPHONE 7 DESIGNED IN BARCELONA ACCORDING
TO EUROPEANS LIFESTYLE
19/10/2016
Peli Products, the global leader in
the design and manufacture of high-performance
protective cases, launches its new range of
extremely slim cases for the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7
Plus. Designed in Barcelona and engineered in the
United States, this case combines the best of
elegant design and tough resistance.
Peli is synonymous with hard-hitting quality. Drop
your phone during a busy commute? Theres no
need to panic, since protective cases that withstand
the most extreme conditions on earth are Pelis
specialty. And the Peli Guardian is no exception. With
its advanced shock absorption core, its one of the
thinnest protective cases on the market.
Designed by well-established designer David
Ahmad (European Luxury cars and high-end furniture), the Peli Guardian is conceived for the professional that
travels for business or leisure; that goes to work beating the traffic by public transport, motorbike or bicycle or that
enjoys practicing sports. And, this phone case does not forget the need for mobile protection when going home
and playing with the kids!
Key features include:
Drop Tested Durability - Tested to Military Specifications to survive multiple drops. Peli exceeds the 810G Military
Standard
2 Layers of Impact Protection - Constructed of high-impact absorbing materials - TPU rubber inside and TPE on
the outside
Slim design - make it easy to hold and handle
Childproof
Life Time Guarantee - You Break It, Peli replaces it forever (where applicable by law)
For the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus, the Guardian cases are already available on Amazon UK, France, Germany,
Italy, Spain, Mobilefun and other retailers. In Black/Blue and Black/Grey colours, both models SRP is
� 24,99/24,99.
LINK:
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Verizon Digital Media Services Helps Deliver Newsy's Linear, On-Demand Video
Distribution
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Verizon Digital Media Services is powering the streaming and syndication of line...

Samsung Galaxy Note 7 Issues Loom as Threat to Industry's Ability to Ship Gear
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By James Voyles, LSCC, Executive Director In the recent weeks, you have undoubt...

Sony's Alec Shapiro on the Company's Emmy Success, the Move to Next-Gen
Services
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On Oct. 26, Sony will be awarded a Technical Emmy for its HDC-4300 camera. For S...

Colour Sound for Kano at Brixton Show
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Colour Sound for Kano at Brixton Show posted: 20/10/2016 UK rental specialist Colour Sound
Experiment worked closely with innovative lighting designer Fran...
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